
SOME IDEAS ON TAWA (Beilschmiedia tawn) 
MANAGEMENT IN CENTRAL NORTH 

ISLAND FORESTS 
By P. J. McKELVEY 

1 .  Introduction: 
As the resources of indigenous softwoods diminish there becomes 

apparent a lack of balance in our timber economy. What species 
will replace the dwindling supplies of indigenous softwoods to provide 
high quality and hardwearing furniture and flooring? Exotic pines, 
Douglas fir and larch are being used to fill the vacuum but these 
species are much inferior in quality and hardness to the indigenous 
softwoods. The only species that could provide high quality and 
hard wearing furniture and flooring in the North Island in the coming 
decades is tawa. The State Advances Corporation now approves the 
use of treated tawa for house construction; builders are starting to 
recognize its qualities. In comparison with our remarkably stable 
indigenous softwoods its degree of shrinkage on seasoning seems 
large but it must be remembered that tawa is no more intractable 
than oak. To obtain a sustained yield of tawa those areas of forest 
now carrying tawa must be managed successfully. It is no easy 
matter to formulate a plan of management for an indigenous species. 
The project must be examined impartially and critically. Firstly, from 
the economic viewpoint-is there a sufficiently large area of available 
tawa forest to provide a significant contribution to our timber 
economy? Secondly, from the silvicultural viewpoint-is the manage- 
ment of tawa a silvicultural possibility? It is only if these questions 
can be answered in the affirmative that the project can be commenced. 
Then there is another important consideration-would it not be to the 
national advantage if those areas of tawa forest that have any 
agricultural potential were alienated to the farmer? The answer 
to this is-before land use decisions are made it is imperative that 
the forester finds out just what he can do with tawa. A large resource 
of high quality timber that already exists and that has management 
possibilities must not be discarded lightly. 

2.  Areas and Tenures: 
National Forest Survey provides (see Table 1) the statement of 

areas and tenures of tawa Eorist in the Central North Island. Included 
are accessible forests of West Taupo (as far south as Owhango), 
Rotorua district (as far north as Waihi) and Te Whaiti (Whirinaki 
Valley). Excluded are steep protection forests and the forest of Tara- 
naki and the Urewera. 

There would be available then some 268,000 acres for tawa 
management if the project was commenced (State forest and Crown 
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land). The first query can be answered in the affirmative-there is 
a sufficiently large area of available tawa forest to provide a significant 
contribution to our timber economy. 

Table 1-Tawa forest areas tenures in Central North Island 

Tenure Area 
acres 

State Forest . . . . .  250,000 
Maori land ....... 11 3,000 
Crown land ........ 18,000 
Freehold ---. .... 99,000 
Scenic Reserve .... 6,000 

Total .... . .  486,000 

3. Ecology: 
Before an attempt can be made at tawa silviculture the ecology 

of the species and its sera1 position in the development of the 
indigenous forests must be understood. Tawa is a major component 
of podocarp-hardwood associations in Central North Island indigenous 
forests. It occurs with rimu (Dacrydium cupressinum), matai (Podo- 
carpus spicatus), miro ( P .  ferrugineus), totara, (P .  totara), kahikatea 
( P .  dacrydioides) , hinau (Elaeocarpus dentatus), pukatea (Laurelia 
novae-zealandiae) , rata (Metrosideros robusta), mangeao (Litsaea 
calicaris), rewarewa (Knightia excelsa) and many scrub hardwood 
species. These podocarp-hardwood associations are often distributed 
zonally around geologically recent eruptive ash centres. They repre- 
sent a later stage in the colonization of skeletal volcanic soils by 
forest. A colonizing sere can often be discerned-firstly podocarps, 
secondly kamahi ( Weinmannia racemosn) and maire (Olea spp.) , 
thirdly hinau, fourthly tawa and fifthly rata. There is much evidence 
to indicate that a regional climatic change inimical to podocarps 
(as postulated by Holloway in the South Island ( 1 ) )  has modified 
this sere during the last four centuries in the Central North Island. 
Colder and drier conditions have rendered podocarps less aggressive, 
they show effective advance growth only on sites that exclude hard- 
wood competition (narrow dry ridges, poorly drained often shallow 
soils). They are no longer vigorous pioneers at the forest edge. 
Conversely there has been a marked physiognomic expansion of 
hardwood species, mainly scrub hardwoods ( 2 ) .  

The extensive field work and mapping carried out by National 
Forest Survey enables the areas of tawa forest given in section 2. to 
be broken down further into broad types (really aggregations of 
National Forest Survey types). These broad types represent different 
stages in the development of forests on volcanic soils. The 
differentiation is shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2-Types of tawa forest in Central North Island 

Tenure Podocarps- Scattered Sparse Exploited 
pole tawa podocarps- podocarps- 

tawa tawa-scrub 
acres acres acres acres 

State forest ..._ 60,000 78,000 64,000 48,000 
Maori land -... 42,000 26,000 19,000 26,000 
Crown land .... 2,000 3,000 7,000 6,000 
Freehold --.. 2,000 23,000 30,000 44,000 
Reserves .... - 3,000 2,000 1,000 

N.B.-These areas were obtained from maps drawn from aerial 
photographs. Since the dates of aerial photography (1941 to 1948) 
much virgin forest (especially the podocarps-pole tawa and the 
scattered podocarps-tawa types) has been exploited. 

The podocarps-pole tawa type represents an early stage of forest 
development. It occurs on land that has been subjected to recent 
heavy volcanic bombardment and it is usually a pioneering first crop. 
It may also occur on swampy areas that have recently been drained 
by quickly incising streams (in many cases the swamps had been 
caused by pumice deposits choking the pre-eruption drainage pattern). 
Dense to scattered rimu, matai, kahikatea and totara form a tier 
at 100-140 feet. There is often a scattered undertier (50-70 feet) of 
kamahi and maire. Occurring sporadically throughout the type are 
dense patches of tawa poles, saplings, and seedlings. The tawa is 
vigorous and of good form. On flat, slow draining areas the clumps 
of tawa are restricted to small rises and ridges. In the lower tiers of 
this type also occur scattered scrub hardwoods. 

Adjacent to the above type and further away from the eruptive 
centre is the scattered podocarps-tawa type, a later stage in forest 
development. Tawa is larger, abundant, assumes good form and 
exhibits vigorous advance growth. The forest structure is significant; 
large diameter podocarps (mainly rimu) with a stocking of 5 to 20 
stems per acre, form a scattered upper tier at 90-120 feet, a few rata 
combines (rata epiphytic on podocarps) may be present. At 10 to 
40 feet below the podocarp tops, pole, small and medium diameter 
tawa form a dense canopy. Where the deer popuIation is not 
extremely heavy, under the tawa canopy are found abundant tawa 
seedlings, saplings and poles, all age classes of tawa are adequately 
represented. In dissected country podocarps and tawa are concen- 
trated on ridges and upper valley sides, scrub hardwoods dominate 
lower valley sides and narrow valley bottoms. It is stressed that with 
this forest structure, scrub hardwoods generally play a minor phy- 
siognomic role. 

Furthest away from the recent eruptive centres and usually little 
affected by recent ash showers is the sparse podocnrps-tawa-scrub 
hardwoods type. A few large rimu and rata, are emergent above a 
dense tier of tawa. kamahi and scrub hardwoods. There is often a 
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significant admixture of pukatea, mangeao and rewarewa. Tawa form 
is often poor and the species obviously suffers from exposure. Tawa 
advance growth is less vigorous here and is inhibited by the dense 
scrub hardwoods. 

The fourth type is podocarp-hardwood forest that has been 
exploited, either for podocarps alone or for podocarps and tawa. 
There is left in either case a stocking of tawa (often young) and 
scrub hardwoods. 

4. Widespread tawa deterioration: 
At the present time the bulk of the tawa forests of the Central 

North Island are deteriorating. This deterioration is the direct result 
of the removal of the forest structure that induces optimum growth 
of tawa (i.e. the structure of the scattered podocarps-tawa type). 
Widespread milling operations are removing the valuable podocarp 
protective tier. As a result the shade bearing tawa suffer from 
exposure and frost. Ugly stag heads develop or a wind-shearing 
effect is seen, young tawa assume poor form and become branchy, 
sun scorch causes timber defect.. In the gaps left by the extracted 
podocarps scrub hardwoods become dominant (Nothopanax, Schefi- 
lera, Brachyglottis, Weinmannia, Coprosma, Aristotelia, Hedycarya, 
Melicytus). These form a low dense canopy that inhibits develop- 
ment of tawa seedlings and saplings. Supplejack (Rhipogonum 
scnndens) forms impenetrable tangles and by entwining itself around 
the young tawa deforms them. Tawa advance growth becomes 
concentrated at the ecotone between the hardwood scrub and the 
tawa high forest; the uneven light conditions, high tawa on one side 
and low scrub on the other, induce bushy asymmetric crowns with 
resultant poor boles. 

Tawa is also deteriorating in many virgin podocarp-hardwood 
forests. It has been mentioned in section 3 that there is much 
evidence to show that podocarps (formerly vigorous and dominant) 
have been adversely affected by a recent regional climatic change 
which has modified grcatly the cdonization by podocarps of forest 
land devastated by recent volcanic ash showers. Certainly in no 
podocarp-hardwood forest of the Central North Island are there 
signs of podocarps re-establishing themselves in their former con- 
centrations. As windfall and decay reduce the protective podocarp 
tier there are practically no younger age classes to preserve the original 
forest structure and the tawa become more and more exposed. Then 
starts a trend of tawa deterioration approximating to that outlined 
above in forests where the podocarps have been exploited. Scrub 
hardwoods, formerly playing a minor role in the forest structure, 
become locally dominant with detrimental effect on tawa tree form 
and advance growth. The structure of the scattered podocarps-tawa 
type slowly changes to that of the sparse podocarps-tawa-scrub hard- 
woods type. 

These two causes, one cultural and the other natural, hhve 
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induced the ubiquitous tawa-scrub hardwoods mosaic. Much tawa 
advance growth is inhibited, tawa tree form suffers, sun-scorch causes 
timber defect, and there is a gradual decrease in height. 

5. Re-establishment of former forest structure: 
If the future management of the tawa forests is viewed realistic- 

ally it will be seen that by the time the project has passed beyond the 
experimental stage much of those types carrying the heaviest podocarp 
crops (podocarps-pole tawa and scattered podocarps-tawa types) will 
be exploited for podocarps. There will be left to manage large areas 
of exploited podocarp-tawa forest and large areas of the sparse podo- 
carps-tawa-scrub hardwoods type. That is, we will have left large 
areas of the tawa-scrub hardwood mosaic with a small admixture of 
podocarps. If tawa is to be grown successfully it must have the 
shelter of a protective upper tier, the forest structure where tawa 
achieves optimum form and most vigorous advance growth (the struc- 
ture of the scattered podocarps-tawa type) must be re-established. To 
provide a protective upper tier quickly it will be necessary to use fast 
growing aggressive species. The indigenous podocarps do not fulfil 
these requirements; the alternative is to use exotic species and those 
that seem suitable are Douglas fir and eucalypts.   he disadvantage 
of the former is that the dense shade cast by its crown would suppress 
tawa locally. The lighter eucalypt crowns would enable tawa to 
develop fully while still receiving the vital shelter. Species that seem 
most promising are the mountain ashes Eucalyptus gigantea, E regnans, 
E .  fastiguta, E. sieberiarza and the gum E. maideni. They are quick 
growing, are potentially valuable timber species and one (E. gigantea) 
has shown that it can withstand browsing by deer'. The crux of 
the problem is how to establish them in those parts of the mosaic 
now occupied by dense scrub hardwoods. They are all light demand- 
ers and the scrub hardwood canopy will have to be broken to 
initiate their rapid growth. Methods that could be tried are bull- 
dozing with medium-sized machines, scrub cutting with slashers, and 
poisoning. 

Simultaneous with these operations the small element of podocarp 
advance growth present in podocarp-tawa associations could be 
encouraged. There is little doubt that in Central North Island forests 
if competition from suppressing scrub hardwoods and tree-ferns is 
eliminated for a long regeneration period (up to 50 years, probably 
less on optimum sites at Te Whaiti) a moderate stocking of rimu, 
miro, and perhaps matai, kahikatea and totara could be secured. 
Intensive silvicultural operations (against the current ecological trend) 
to produce dense podocarp crops would be out of t6e question 
economically on account of the long regeneration period required 
and the long rotation (probably not less than 400 years). However, 
it is possible to release some podocarp seedlings and saplings during 
establishment of the eucalypts. In this way a small sustained podo- 

* Personal observation at Te Whaiti. 
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carp yield may be obtained in Central North Island indigenous 
forest, the initial expense of the releasing operations being offset by 
the quick returns from the eucalypts and the steady tawa yield. It 
may happen that the eucalypt canopy favours development of podo- 
carp advance growth and a podocarp admixture may be obtained 
without releasing operations. 

The first major problem to overcome is the establishment of 
the eucalypts; the second is to devise a simple, effective silvicultural 
system to control the three elements, tawa, eucalypts and podocarps. 

To take a hypothetical case: the area is the familiar mosaic of 
scrub hardwoods and deteriorating tawa. 

1st year: Establish eucalypts in groups where the scrub hard- 
wood canopy has been broken. Release podocarp seedlings and 
saplings where accessible. 

25th year: Thin eucalypt groups and extract thinnings as poles. 
Extract mature tawa. Establish more eucalypts. Release more young 
podocarps. 

50th year: Extract mature eucalypts from first planting. Thin 
eucalypts in second planting and extract as poles. Extract mature 
tawa. Establish more eucalypts. Release more young podocarps. 

That is, after every 25 years, mature eucalypts, eucalypt poles, 
mature tawa, plus an occasional podocarp log will be extracted; more 
eucalypts planted and more young podocarps released. In this way 
there will be a steady yield of eucalypts, tawa and podocarps and a 
protective tier will be maintained over the tawa. The tawa yield is 
hard to assess. On some exploited areas it may be negligible at first 
but as growth and vigour improve with the establishment of the 
protective tier it can be expected to increase rapidly. After the 
eucalypts have been planted there are three possibilities. Firstly the 
eucalypts may grow vigorously and there may develop a thrifty 
eucalypt-tawa-podocarp association with the tawa vigorous and of 
good form, and an appreciable podocarp mixture. Secondly the 
eucalypts may grow vigorously and alter the environment radically 
to the exclusion of tawa and/or podocarps. If this is to happen 
there will still be produced a valuable timber crop, even though all 
the objects of management have not been achieved. Thirdly it may 
be impossible to establish the eucalypts. If this is to happen we 
will know early in the experimental stages (by ten years at the most) 
because the whole project will succeed or fail on whether the young 
eucalypts can outstrip the scrub hardwoods before the latter re-form 
their dense low canopy. That is, by 10 years we will know whether 
we can transform deteriorating forest to valuable productive forest 
or not. 

6. Conclusion: 
The fundamental investigation carried out by National Forest 

Survey has shown firstly that there is a sufficiently large area of 
available tawa forest in the Central North Island for management 
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and secondly it has provided broad concepts of the distribution and 
ecology of the species. The next step is planned co-ordinated research 
and experiment with management of tawa as the target. The first 
basic research steps would be:- 

(i) Establishment of Eucalypts. What methods of establishment 
are most economical, can poisonhg be used? What size canopy gaps 
in the scrub hardwoods are most suitable? 

(ii) Growth Studies. We have very little idea of the rotation 
for tawa. The readily visible parenchymatous bands seen in transverse 
sections are not annual rings, indeed annual rings cannot be identified 
with certainty microscopically. Stem analysis then cannot be used 
to assess the growth rate of tawa. It will be necessary to measure 
growth of all age classes over a period (5 or 10 years). Then a 
relation will be established between diameter size and rate of growth 
and from this a diameter/age graph drawn. 

(iii) Utilization. Taking into account the degrade of large 
diameter tawa through "black heart," what diameter size log will 
give the greatest financial return for the shortest possible rotation? 

(iv) Autecology of tawa. There is a definite lack of knowledge 
here and facts must be assembled systematically. 
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